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INTRODUCTION 
Historically, group theory appeared as the theory of transformation 
groups. The concept of an abstract group appeared later (cf. [8,25]) as an 
abstract notion coinciding (up to isomorphism) with that of transformation 
group (that is, every transformation group is a group and every abstract 
group is isomorphic to a transformation group). 
A transformation group is a set of transformations of some set, say A, 
closed under two operations: composition ( = superposition) and involution 
( = inversion) of transformations. 
Here “transformation” means a binary relation 4 on A satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(A) 4 is everywhere defined, i.e., for every a E A there exists a, b E A, 
called an image of c1 under 4, such that (a, 6) E 4 (in other words, the 
domain of 4 is A); 
(B) 4 is single-valued, i.e., (a, b) E 4 and (a, c) E 4 imply b = c for any 
a, b, c E A (in other words, no element of A can have more than one image 
under 4). 
A composition of two binary relations 4 and II/ is a binary relation $0 4 
such that (a, c) E tj 0 4 if and only if (a, 6) E 4 and (b, c) E t,h for some b E A. 
If 4 and I/ are transformations, then this definition of $0 4 is equivalent to 
I// 04(a) = $(4(a)), (1) 
where &a) is, of course, the single image of a E A under 4. The involution is 
a unary operation which, for every binary relation 4, produces the converse 
relation & ’ defined as 
(a,b)E4-‘-(b,a)E4 for all a, b E A. 
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If @ is a group of transformations then for every 4~ @ the converse 
relation 4-l must belong to 0, so 4-r is a transformation, i.e., 4-l satisfies 
the conditions (A) and (B) above. The domain of &’ is the range of 4, so 
(A) holds for 4-l exactly when 4-l is surjective. Now, (B) holds for 4-l 
exactly when 4 is injective. Thus, 4 E @ must be a bijection of A onto itself, 
i.e., @ consists of permutations of A. Here we consider permutations of the 
sets which are not necessarily finite. A set Y of binary relations closed 
under composition and involution (and considered relative to these two 
operations) is called an inuolutiue semigroup of binary relations. So transfor- 
mation groups are precisely involutive semigroups of permutations. 
If we omit (A) in the above definition of transformation, we arrive at the 
so-called partial transformations of A. The domain of a partial transfor- 
mation need not coincide with A (e.g., the domain may be empty). The 
composition of partial transformations may be defined by (1 ), where both 
sides of the equality make or do not make sense simultaneously (this last 
condition pertains to the fact that if 4 is a partial transformation and a E A, 
then the image qS(a) of a may not exist). 
Let Q, be an involutive semigroup of partial transformations. Since, with 
every 4, the converse relation 4 ~ ’ must belong to @, we see that & ’ must 
satisfy (B), i.e., 4 is injective. Thus, Q, is an involutive semigroup of one-to- 
one partial transformations. In 1952, V. V. Wagner [23] considered such 
systems and called them generalized groups of partial transformatjons. He 
defined abstract generalized groups and proved that every generalized 
group of partial transformations was a generalized group and that every 
abstract generalized group was isomorphic to a generalized group of partial 
transformations. In 1954 the same results were obtained by G. B. Preston 
c9, 101, who coined the term inverse semigroup synonymous with 
“generalized group.” Another proof of the Wagner-Preston theorem is 
given in [14, Theorem 31. Being considered as algebras with two 
operations, a binary multiplication and a unary involution, inverse 
semigroups are precisely the algebras satisfying the identities [15] 
(XY) z = X(YZ), (x-l)-’ =x, (xv)-’ = y-lx-‘, 
xx-‘x=x, xx-lx-lx=x-‘xxx-l. 
(2) 
The algebras which satisfy the first three of these identities are called 
(abstract) involutiue semigroups; those which satisfy the first four identities 
are called *-regular semigroups, or semigroups with inverting involution. 
Now, while preserving (A), one may omit condition (B) in the above 
definition of transformations. Then one arrives at “transformations” which, 
though not necessarily single-valued, are everywhere defined. We call such 
binary relations “multitransformations.” 
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Suppose that @ is an involutive semigroup of multitransformations. For 
every 4 E @ the converse 4 Pi belongs to @, so both the domain and range 
of q5 coincide with A. We call such binary relations “multipermutations.” 
In this paper we characterize involutive semigroups of multiper- 
mutations. We find a class of abstract involutive semigroups which, up to 
isomorphism, coincide with involutive semigroups of multipermutations. 
We call such systems “multigroups.” The term “multigroups” has been used 
elsewhere in another sense (for “algebras” in which the “product” of two 
elements did not necessarily have a single value). 
So, along with inverse semigroups, multigroups are generalizations of 
groups. Every group is, of course, an inverse semigroup as well as a mul- 
tigroup. It turns out that the class of abstract multigroups is wider than 
that of inverse semigroups: every inverse semigroup is a multigroup (i.e., 
every inverse semigroup is isomorphic to an involutive semigroup of multi- 
permutations), and we characterize those involutive semigroups of multi- 
permutations which are inverse semigroups. This gives an entirely new 
representation theorem for inverse semigroups, a theorem which differs 
from the Wagner-Preston representation theorem. In a sense, this new 
representation theorem is dual to the Wagner-Preston one. 
We also characterize some related algebraic systems. If @ is a set of 
binary relations on an underlying set A, then @ is a set of subsets of A x A. 
Like every set of subsets, @ is (partially) ordered by the set-theoretical 
inclusion. So we may consider ordered semigroups and ordered involutive 
semigroups of binary relations. To emphasize that the order on our 
semigroup is not arbitrary, we call such systems fundamentally ordered. 
This term is due to V. V. Wagner [24]. Thus, a fundamentally ordered 
inuolutive semigroup (f.0.i.s.) of binary relations is any algebraic system of 
the form (@; 0, - ‘; c ), where (@; 0, ~ ’ ) is an involutive semigroup and 
(@; c ) is an inclusion-ordered set of binary relations. 
It may happen that @ is a Boolean algebra relative to c. Then we may 
consider systems of the form (@; 0, - ‘, n, lJ, ‘, @, U, A), where (@;o, ~ ‘) is 
an involutive semigroup of binary relations, n, U, and ’ are the set- 
theoretical operations of intersection, union, and complementation, and 0, 
17, A are the empty, universal, and identity binary relations, respectively. 
Such systems are called Tarski relation algebras [22]; their abstract 
axiomatic characterization was found by R. C. Lyndon [4, 51. If @ consists 
of multipermutations, then the corresponding systems are called Tarski 
integral relation algebras. If @ is closed under the binary set-theoretical 
intersection n, we may consider algebras of the form (@p; 0, -l, n, A). We 
call them Jdnsson relation algebras. Their abstract axiomatic charac- 
terization is due to B. Jonsson [3]. 
Fundamentally ordered involutive semigroups of arbitrary binary 
relations were characterized in each of the publications [ 1, 20,213. 
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Some results of this paper have been announced by the author 
previously [ 171 without proofs. 
1. FUNDAMENTALLY ORDERED MULTIGROUPS 
An ordered involutive semigroup is any algebraic system of the form 
(S; ., - I; < ), where (S; ., - ’ ) is an involutive semigroup, (S; < ) is a (par- 
tially) ordered set, and the order relation < is stable under both algebraic 
operations . and -l, i.e., x1 <x2 and y, < y, imply x,y, < x,y,, while x <y 
implies x- ’ Qy-’ for all x,y, xl, yl, x2, y2~S. 
Clearly, every fundamentally ordered involutive semigroup of binary 
relations is an ordered involutive semigroup. 
THEOREM 1. An ordered involutive semigroup is isomorphic to a fun- 
damentally ordered involutive semigroup of multipermutations if and only if 
the inequality 
x<yy-‘x (3) 
is satisfied for all elements x, y. If our algebraic system contains a multi- 
plicative identity 1, then (3) is equivalent to 
1 <yy-’ for all y. (4) 
ProoJ Suppose (@; 0, - ‘; c ) is a fundamentally ordered involutive 
semigroup of multipermutations of an underlying set A. Clearly, for every 
#E @ and every aE A there exists bE A such that (6, a)E 4. Then 
(a,a)~~o~-‘.Itfollowsthatforevery~~~,~c~~~-’~~,i.e.,(3)holds. 
Conversely, let (S; ., -‘. , < ) be an ordered involutive semigroup satisfying 
(3). Without loss of generality we may suppose that the semigroup (S; .) 
has an identity. Indeed, if (S; .) is a semigroup without identity, we can 
adjoin a new element 1 to S extending . so that 1 is a multiplicative identity 
and defining l-l= 1, s< 1 if and only ifs= 1, 16s for soS if and only if 
there exists t E S such that tt-’ d s. Clearly, S’ = Su { 1 } is an involutive 
semigroup under these operations. Now, G is an order relation on S’. 
Indeed, 6 is obviously reflexive and antisymmetric, and one can easily see 
that < is transitive. 
If 1 <s and ttr’ds, then tt-’ =(ttpl)-‘<s-‘, i.e., l-‘= 1 <SK’. 
If l<sand l<tforsomes, tES,thenuu-‘Gsandvv-‘<tforsomeu, 
VIES. Then UU-~VV-’ <St. Using (3) we see that vu-l <UK’vu-’ <St. 
Thus 1 dst. If s1 <s, for some s,, SUE S, then, by (3), s, <s2< UU-~S,~SS~. 
Analogously, s, < s2s. Thus < is stable under both algebraic operations of 
S’. Therefore, S’ is an ordered involutive semigroup. 
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Now, S’ satisfies (3). Indeed, if y = 1 &hen (3) is obvious. If x = 1 then 
yy-‘6yy-‘, and so 1 <yy-‘. 
So, without loss of generality, we may suppose that (S; . ) has an iden- 
tity 1. 
A subset H of S is called majorantly saturated if, for every s, t E S such 
that s d t and SE H, we have t E H. Let M be the set of all majorantly 
saturated subsets of S. Define a mapping 4 of S into the set of all binary 
relations on M as follows: if s E S and A, BE M, then (A, B) E 4(s) if and 
only if sA c B and s-‘Bc A. It follows from this definition that 
d(s-l) = d(s)-‘. Suppose that (A, B) E b(s) 0 4(t). Then (A, C) E b(t) and 
(C, B)E&s) for certain CEM. Thus tAcC, t-‘CcA, sCCB, sc’BcC, 
and so stAcsCcB, (st)-‘B=t-‘s-‘Bet-‘CcA; hence (A,B)~q5(st). 
Conversely, let (A, B) E #(St), i.e., stA c B and t ~ ‘s- ‘B c A. Let C be the 
least majorantly saturated subset of S which contains both tA and SK’B. 
By its definition, tA c C and s ~ ‘B c C. Clearly, ZJ E C if and only if u 6 u for 
some uEtAus-‘B. Consider t-‘C. If UEC, then tp’v<t-‘uEt-‘C. If 
vEtA, then o=ta for some aEA. Thus a<t-‘ta=t-‘udt-‘#Et-‘C. 
Here we have used (3) for t ~ ’ = y, a = x. Since A E M, we have t - ‘U E A. If 
UES-‘B, then v=s-‘b for some bEB. Thus tp’s-‘b=t-‘u<t-‘uEt-‘C. 
However, tplsp ‘b E A, since t-‘s-‘B c A; hence t-‘u E A. Therefore 
t - ‘u E A for all u E C, i.e., t- ‘C c A. Analogously, SC c B. We have 
proved that (A, C) E 4(t) and (C, B) E 4(s) for some CE M. Therefore, 
(A, B) E 4(s) 0 4(t). In other words, 4(s) 0 $(t) = #(St) for all s, t E S. 
Now suppose that s < t for some s, t E S. If (A, B) E b(s), i.e., if sA c B 
and s-‘Bc A, then, for every a E A, sa< ta. Since sac B and B is 
majorantly saturated, ta E B. Thus tA c B. Since SK’ < t - ’ and s -‘B c A, 
we have by the same argument that t - ‘B c A; whence (A, B) E d(t). 
Therefore 4(s) c d(t). 
Conversely, suppose that d(s) c 4(t) for some s, t 6 S. Let H, = {u E S: 
l<u}, and H,={~ES: s<u}. Then H’,H,EM Obviously, sH,cH,. 
Suppose that u E H,, i.e., s< u. Then s-‘s<s-‘u. By (3), 1 dsP1sl, so 
1 < SK’U and SK’U E H. Thus SK’Hz c H’. Therefore, (H,, H,) E d(s) c 4(t). 
It follows that t = tl E tH’ c H,, i.e., s < t. Thus s < t if and only if 
4(s) c d(t). In particular, if 4(s) = d(t), then 4(s) cqi(t) and &t)c Q(s), 
hence s < t and t d s, thus s = t. It follows that 4 is an isomorphism of 
(S; ., - ‘; < ) onto a fundamentally ordered involutive semigroup of multi- 
permutations. 
If (S; .) is a semigroup with 1, then (3) implies (4) when x = 1 is sub- 
stituted in (3). Conversely, if (3) is multiplied by x on the left, we get (4), 
so (3) and (4) are equivalent. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
We assumed 4 to be a multiplicative homomorphism if &st) = d(s) o Q(t) 
for all s, t E S. In our previous publications (e.g., in [16]) we used 
d(st) = 4(t) 0 4(s) instead. Had we used this latter condition in this paper, 
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we had to define (A, B) E 4(s) if and only if As c B and Bs- ’ c A instead of 
our definition of 4(s). 
2. AXIOMATIZATION OF MULTIGROUPS 
THEOREM 2. An involutive semigroup S is a multigroup (i.e., S is 
isomorphic to an involutive semigroup of multipermutations of a set) if and 
only if, for every n > 1, it satisfies the following condition I,,: 
(5) 
X 1 n--1Yn-lY~-1Zn-1 =x,zn, 
x,yny;'z, = x,z, imply x,z, = x2z2 
for all Xi, Yi, Zi E S’, 1 d i < n. 
ProojI First of all, we will elucidate the meaning of Z, . To this end we 
introduce a binary relation pn on S for every n > 1 as follows: for s, t E S we 
define (s, t) E pn if and only if s = t or there exist xi, yi, zi E S’, 1 6 i 6 n, 
such that s = x1 z,, t = x,z, and the following equalities hold: 
X,Y,Y,‘Zl =x2z2, 
X,Y,Y,‘Zz =x3,73, 
--I X,-lY”-lYn-IZn-r=XnZn~ 
Following are some of the properties of P,,: 
Property 1. If n <m, then pn c pm. 
Proof Let (s, t)Ep,. Choose xi, yi, zi as in the definition of P,,. Let 
x,+1=x,, z,+1=z,, and let yn be an empty symbol (equivalenty, y,, is the 
identity element of S’). Then x,y, y; i z, = x, + i z, + , = t, hence 
(~3 t)Epn+i. Thus ~n=~n+l for every n. Property 1 follows immediately. 
Property 2. For all m and n the following inclusion holds: 
Pm”P”=Pnl+n-l. 
Proof. Let (s, t) E pn and (t, u) E pm. If s = t or t = u, we apply Property 
1. Let s=xlzl, t=x,z,, xiyiy;‘z=xi+,zi+, for 1 <i<n-1. Also let - - - t=X,Z,, u=X,Z,, and x~~~~,:‘Z~=X~+,.?~+, for 1<j<m- 1. Without 
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loss of generality we may assume that x,=X, and z, = Z,, because 
x,z,=t=x z n n. Now assume that x,,+,- r =X,, Y,+~_, =jjj, and 
zn+j- 1 = zjforall l~j~rn-l.Thenx,z,=s,x,+.~,z,+.~,=~,~,=u, 
and xiyiy; lzi = x, + r zi+ r for 1 <i<m+n-2. Thus, (s,u)E~,+.-r. 
Let p = u { pn:n > 1). By Property 2 this relation is transitive. It is also 
reflexive. Thus p is a quasi-order relation on S. For every n and for any s, t, 
u E S, it is easily seen that (s, t) E pI1 implies (SU, tu) E p, and (US, ut) E P,,. To 
prove that (SU, tu) E pn it suffices to replace all zi occurring in the definition 
of (s, t) up,, by z;u; to prove (us, ut) up, one replaces all xi by uxi. It 
follows that (s, t) E p implies (SU, tu) E p and (US, ut) E p. Since p is a quasi- 
order relation, it follows that p is stable under multiplication of S. If we 
replace all xi by z,: i, and all zi by x;’ in the definition of (s, t)~p,, 
we obtain that (s, t)~ pn implies (s-l, t-‘)Ep,, . It follows that 
(s, t) E p 3 (K’, t- ‘) E p, i.e., p is stable under involution. Finally, assum- 
ingx,=x,=l,y,=y,z,=x,z,=yy -lx, we obtain (x, yy-rx) E pz for any 
x, y E S. Therefore, (x, yy-‘x) E p. 
Property 3. p is the least element (with respect to set-theoretical 
inclusion) of the set of all stable quasi-order relations satisfying (3) on 
(S; .,-I). 
ProoJ: Let r be a stable quasi-order relation on S and let (x, yy- ‘x) E r 
for all x, y E S (i.e., r satisfies (3)). Suppose that (s, t) E pn, i.e., s=xiz,, 
t = xllz,,, and --I xiYiY; zI =xi+ lzi+ I for suitable xi, yi, zi. Then 
(zi, y,y,‘z,) E r by (3) and, since r is stable relative to multiplication, 
(xizi, xiyiy;‘zj)~r. Therefore, (xizi, xi+,zi+r)~r for all i. Since r is 
transitive, we obtain (x1 zi, x,z,) E r, i.e., (s, t) E r. Thus, p,, c r. Since this 
is true for all n, we obtain p c r. 
Property 4. An involutive semigroup is a multigroup if and only if the 
relation p on it is anti-symmetric. 
Proof. Let S be a multigroup. There exists an isomorphism + of S onto 
an involutive semigroup of multipermutations of a set. Define: 
(s, t) E r o $(s) c Ii/(t) for any s, t E S. Then (S; .,/I, r) is an ordered 
involutive semigroup and $ is its isomorphism onto an inclusion-ordered 
involutive semigroup of multipermutations. By Theorem 1, r is an order 
relation satisfying (3). By Property 3, p c r. Since r is anti-symmetric, p is 
also. Conversely, if p is anti-symmetric, then it is an order relation and 
(S; ., - I, p) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Therefore, (S; .,-‘) is 
isomorphic to an involutive semigroup of permutations, i.e., it is a multi- 
group. Anti-symmetry of p means that p n p-’ c A,, where A, is the 
equality relation on S. Equivalently, 
~rnn~n’~As for all m, n. (6) 
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Consider (6). Let (s, l)~p, n pi’. This means that (s, t) gpm and 
(t,s)~p,. Thus, s=xizi, t=x*z,, xiyiy;lzi=xi+lz,~‘~ for l<i<m-1 -- --- and t=X,Z,, s=x,z,, x~~~~,~‘Z~=X~+~Z~+, for 1 <j<n-- 1. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that X, = x, and Z, = z,. Also, assume that 
X m+j-1 =Xj, Ym+j-l=yj, Z,+j+l’ .Fj for 1 <j < n - 1. Then the condition 
pm n pi-’ c A, can be written in the equivalent form 
x,YlY;‘z, =x92 3 
x,Y,Y;‘z, = x3z3, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . (7) 
-1 
X,+.-zYm+n-zYm+n-2z,+.-Z=X,+.~IZ,+.-I, 
~,+,-~Ym+“~lYm:n-IZm+n-l=XIZ1 * xlzl=xmzm~ 
Next consider condition Z,. Clearly, the antecedent of Z, implies not only 
that xlzl =x2z2 but also that x,zl =x2z2=x3z3= ... =x,z,,. Indeed, 
permuting the rows in the antecedent of Z,, cyclically, we obtain 
XzY,Y,‘Z, = x3z3, 
x,Yt7Yn1z,,=x*zl? 
x*Y,Y;‘z, =x222. 
Applying Z, we obtain x2z2=x3z3. Analogously we obtain xjz3 =x4z4, 
and so on. Thus, (7) follows from Z, + R-, in which some variables are 
allowed to be empty symbols. 
Hence, S is a multigroup if and only if it satisfies all the conditions Z, in 
which yi can be empty symbols. However, if yls are empty in m cases 
precisely in Z,, then Z, is equivalent to Z,-, where the yi are not empty 
symbols. Indeed, if y, is an empty symbol in Z, then, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that xk = xk + , , zk = zk + 1, and we can omit the 
kth row of the antecedent of Z,,. Omitting all k rows which contain empty 
yis, we arrive at an antecedent of I,-, in which no yi is an empty symbol, 
and our formula Z, will turn into I,- m. Thus, S is a multigroup precisely 
when it satisfies all conditions I,,. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
This theorem gives an axiomatic characterization of multigroups. The 
characterization is an infinite set of elementary axioms (here “elementary” 
means a formula of the first-order predicate calculus). These axioms are not 
identities. Two questions arise: 
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(a) Do multigroups form a variety of algebras (i.e., can they be 
characterized by a set of identities)? 
(b) Can multigroups be characterized by a finite system of elemen- 
tary axioms? 
We will provide negative answers to both questions. 
THEOREM 3. The class of all multigroups is not a variety. 
Proof We will prove that a homomorphic image of a multigroup need 
not be a multigroup. As a first step we consider free involutive semigroups. 
Almost obviously, a free involutive semigroup over a set X of free 
generators has the following structure. 
Let X-’ = { xP ‘:x E X} and suppose that X n X-l = @. Consider the 
free semigroup F of all nonempty words in the alphabet Y= Xn XP ‘. 
Define the involution -’ in Fas follows: if w=y,y,...y,,~F, yip Y, then 
W -I= y,‘...y,‘y;‘, where, if yi E X, then y; ’ E X- ’ and if yi E XP ‘, i.e., if 
yi=X-l for some x E X, then y; ’ = x. Quite obviously, F is an involutive 
semigroup. It is easy to see that F is free. 
Now suppose that the antecedent of I,, holds in F, i.e., 
a,b,b;‘c, =a2c2, 
a,b,b;‘c, =a3c3, 
a,,bnb;lc,,=a,c,, for some ai, bi, cj E F. 
Comparing the lengths of the words which constitute the left- and right- 
hand sides of these equalities we see that bib; ’ must always have length 0, 
i.e., bi is the empty word (which is interpreted as the identity of F’). So 
a,b,=azb2= ... = a,, b, and I,, holds. 
Thus, any free involutive semigroup is a multigroup, since it satisfies Z, 
for all n> 1. 
Next we construct an involutive semigroup which is not a multigroup. 
Let Z, be a cyclic group of order 3 with the set of elements (0, 1,2) and 
an additively written operation + . For every z E Z, define z- ’ = z. Then Z, 
is an involutive semigroup. Suppose that z, = z2 =O, x, = y, = 1, 
x2=y1=2. Then x,+y,+y;‘+z,=2=x,+z,, x,+y,+y;‘+z,=l= 
x, + zr. However, x1 + zr # x2 + z2, and so Z, does not satisfy Z,. Thus Z, 
is not a multigroup. As an involutive semigroup, Z, is a homomorphic 
image of a free involutive semigroup (actually Z, is a homomorphic image 
of a free involutive semigroup with a single generator). 
It follows that the class of all multigroups is not a variety, because it is 
not closed under homomorphisms. Theorem 3 is proved. 
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THEOREM 4. The class of all multigroups is not finitely axiomatizable, 
i.e., it cannot be characterized by any finite system of elementary axioms. 
Proof Suppose an involutive semigroup satisfies Z,. Let the antecedent 
of In-1 be satisfied for some xi, yi, zie S’, 1 < i<n - 1. Put x,=x,-i, 
y,=l, z,=z n- i . Then the antecedent of I, is satisfied, hence xi z1 = x2z2. 
Thus S satisfies Z, _ r. 
We have proved that Z, implies I,-, for all n > 2. Next we will prove 
that Z+ I does not imply Z,. 
Consider a finitely presented involutive semigroup S,. It is generated by 
the elements xi, yi, zi, 1 6 i< n + 1; its defining relations are all the 
equalities at the antecedent of Z, + , . Since Z,, + i is not trivial (i.e., there exist 
involutive semigroups which do not satisfy Z, + i), S, does not satisfy Z, + , . 
We are going to prove that S, satisfies Zk for k<n. Elements of S, are 
classes of equivalent words. We include the empty word among them; it 
represents the identity of S,. 
In each element of S, (i.e., in each class of equivalent words) there is a 
unique canonical word. Suppose a is a word. Replacing all occurrences of 
x,y,y;‘z, [z;‘y,y;‘~~~‘] in a by x~+~z~+~ [z~:+~~x~:+‘~] (or by xizi 
[z,‘x,‘] in case i = n + 1) we get a word ti which is called the canonical 
form of a. Clearly, the canonical form is uniquely determined, it does not 
depend on particular order in which we replace some subwords by the 
other ones in a. Clearly, both a and 5 represent a same element of S,. 
Moreover, we see from the external form of defining relations of S, that, 
for two words a and b, a - b o ti = 6. Here = denotes the equivalence and 
= the equality (coincidence) of words. So each class of equivalent words 
contains a single word which is in canonical form. This word is called the 
canonical word. Without loss of generality we will consider S, as consisting 
of canonical words with the multiplication a . b = & for all a, b E S,. Here 
ab is the concatenation (juxtaposition) of a and b. Clearly, if a E S, then 
a-l E S,, this gives us the involution operation in S,. 
Suppose that not all of the axioms Z,, k Gn, hold in S,. Choose the 
minimal m < n such that I,,, does not hold in S,. That means that there 
exist canonical words ai, bi, cj from S,, 1 < i < m, such that the antecedent 
of Z, holds for these words, i.e., 
a, .b,.b;‘.c,=a,.c,, 
az-b,.b,‘.cz=a3-c3, 
a,-b,-6;‘.c,=a,.c,, 
but 
a, .cl #a2.c2- 
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Actually we are given the equalities 
a,b,b;‘c, =a2c2, 
a,b,b;‘c, = a3c3, 
(8) 
a,b,b;‘c,=a,c, 
-- and the inequality a, cI # a2c2. 
If bi is empty for some i, then the ith line of (8) has the form - 
aici=ai+lCi+i, and we can simply skip it replacing aici in the right-hand 
side of the (i- 1)st line by a,+,c,+,. This contradicts the minimality of m. 
Therefore no bi is empty. 
If a is a word, we denote its length by lal. Thus the length of the empty 
word is 0. Let x(a) denote the number of occurrences of x, and x,7 ’ (for all 
possible i) in a, while z(a) is the number of occurrences of z, and z,:’ in a. 
For example, z(x,z;’ z,y,z;‘) = 3. 
LEMMA 1. x(m) = x(m) = . . . = x(a,c,) and z(a,c,) = z(a2c,) = 
. . . = z(a,c,). 
Proof Clearly X(Z) < x(abb-‘c) for any words. Indeed, x(a) = x(G) for 
every word a, because applying the defining relations of S, to a can only 
change the indices of letters xi, x;’ occurring in a, without eliminating the 
letters themselves. Also, obviously x(ac) < x(abb ~ ‘c) for any words a, b, c. 
Therefore x(E) = x( ac) < x( abb - ‘c) = x(m). Applying this simple 
inequality to (8) we obtain x(a,c,)<x(a,b,b;‘c,) = x(a,c2)< 
x(a,b,b;‘c,) = x(G)< ... =X(K) d x(a,b,b;‘c,) = x(a). 
Therefore, x(m) <x(m) < x(m) <x(m). Hence the first part of 
Lemma 1 holds. The second part of Lemma 1 may be proved analogously. 
COROLLARY. The words b,, b, ,..., 6, have no occurrences of letters 
xi, xi ’ ) zi,zi’, l<i<n+l. 
ProoJ: Suppose that b, has an occurrence of xi or of x,7’ . Then 
x(wJ <x(~b~bk~~d=x(~+ Ibk+ I ), which contradicts Lemma 1. If b, 
contains zi or z,:’ , we arrive at an analogous contradiction of 
z(w,c)<z(uk+1h+1). H ere the indices are considered mod m, i.e., 
am+l= a17 ct?Z+1= Cl. 
The corollary is proved. 
Thus, the only letters which may occur in bi, 1 <j d m, are yi and y,~ ’ for 
1 <iQn+ 1. If uj.bj.b.,:’ .ci=ujbjb,-‘c,, then lai+lci+ll = lujbib,:‘ci( = 
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(UjbjbJ"Cjl > 1~~~~1 > 1-1. The inequality aj.bj-b,:’ .cj#ajbjb,:lcj can 
hold in two cases only: 
Case 1. aj=a:xi, bj=yi, ci=zicj. - In this case ajcj=m= 
ajx,z,ci = ajcj and aj+ 1 cj+ , = ajbjb,:‘cj = u~xiyiy;‘zic~= aixi+ ,zi+ ,c;. 
Hence, luj+rcj+,l = ~~Jx~+~z~+,c~[ = lujcjl = l-1. 
Case 2. aj= a; z;‘, bj = yi, cj= x,7’ cJ. As in Case 1, we obtain 
ai+,c,+,=u~z,~+‘, x,:+‘rc; and luj+ici+,l = l-1. 
Thus, laj+ lcj+ 112 l-1 f or 
- - all j. For j=m we have Iarc I > la,c,l. 
It follows that la,l~Ia,l~la,-,c,~‘l~ ..->la,c,l2la,l. -- Therefore, larcrl = [a,~,[ = ... = la,l, i.e., Case 1 or Case 2 holds for 
every j = l,..., m. 
Thus, m = ujcj for all j, and uj+ I cj+ r is obtained from ajcj in the 
following way: an occurrence of a subword xizi (or z,: lx; ‘) in ajcj is 
replaced by xi+ ,zi+ 1 (or by z,;‘rx,;‘r, respectively). Of course, if i = n + 1, 
we assume here that xi+r=xl, yifl=yl, zi+,=zl. 
Now consider the transitions ur c1 + azcz + . . + a,,, c, -+ a, cr. Under 
the transition arc, + azcz a subword xizi [or z;‘x;‘] of arc1 is replaced 
by xi+lzi+l [or z,<‘~x,~+‘~, respectively]. Under the transition azcz + u3c3 
this occurrence of xi+, zi+ , [or z,:+~,x,;‘,] either remains unchanged or is 
replaced by x~+~z~+* [or z,:+~‘,x,:+‘,]. Going on to the transition 
a m-l~m-l -+a,c, and then to a,c, + a,~,, we see that the initial 
occurrence of xizi [or z,: ‘x1:‘] in a,c, will be replaced after m transitions 
by an occurrence of x~+~z~+~ [or z,:+‘,x,;‘,] with k dm. However, 
x~+~z!+~ #xizi [and z;;~~x,Q’~ #z; ’ x,7 ‘1, which shows that we can never 
get back to a, c1 after m < n transitions. This contradiction shows that our 
original assumption-Z, fails in S,--was erroneous. In fact, we have shown 
that if (8) holds in S, then b,, b2 ,..., b, are empty words, in which case, of 
course, a,c, =a2c1= ... =a,c,. Thus, S, satisfies the axioms Zi with id n. 
LEMMA 2. The infinite system of involutive semigroup axioms 
Z,, = { Z2, Z3,...} is not equivalent to any of its finite subsystems. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary finite subsystem (Ii, zj,**.9 zn}9 
i<j< ... < n, of Z,. The semigroup S, satisfies all the axioms of the sub- 
system but it does not satisfy Z, + , , thus it does not satisfy the system Z,. 
The statement of Lemma 2 follows. 
Now we can complete our proof of Theorem 4. Suppose B is a finite 
system of elementary axioms for the class of all multigroups. As we know 
from Theorem 2, Z,, together with the axioms defining involutive 
semigroups, is another system of axioms for multigroups. Thus, the two 
systems of axioms have precisely the same models. It follows from the 
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Completeness Theorem for the first-order predicate calculus (see, for exam- 
ple, [6, p. 731) that every axiom from B may be formally deduced as a 
theorem from the axioms of the other system of axioms. Since B is finite 
and any formal deduction has finite length, we can use only a finite sub- 
system C of axioms of the other system of axioms in our deduction. Thus, 
B can be deduced from C. On the other hand, every axiom from the other 
system of axioms can be deduced from B. Thus, I, may be deduced in the 
class of involuted semigroups from a finite subsystem C of Z,, which con- 
tradicts Lemma 2. It follows that B cannot be finite, and that completes the 
proof of Theorem 4. 
However, in the commutative case the situation is different. 
An involutive semigroup (S; ., -‘) is called commutative if the semigroup 
(S; .) is commutative. 
THEOREM 5. The following conditions are equivalent for a commutative 
involutive semigroup (S; ., ~ ’ ): 
(1) cc-’ ) is a multigroup; 
(2) (S; ., - ’ ) is isomorphic to an involutive semigroup of binary 
relations; 
(3) (S;C’ ) satisfies the quasi-identity 
x=xy-lyz-‘z*x=xy-‘y. 
ProojI (l)=(2). If ($.,-I ) is a multigroup, it is isomorphic to an 
involutive semigroup of multipermutations. Each multipermutation is a 
special case of binary relation. 
(2) =j. (3). Without loss of generality assume that (S;-,- ‘) is an 
involutive semigroup of binary relations on a set A. Let 
x=xoy-~oyoz-~ oz for some x, y, ZES. 
Let pr,x= {~GA: (3aEA) [(a, b)~x]}. Using commutativity we obtain 
pr,x=pr,zoz-‘oyoy-’ 0 x cpr,z. Analogously, using commutativity, we 
obtain pr,x=pr,yoy-‘ozoz~‘oxcpr,y. Let A,,,= ((a, a): aEpr,p). 
Then A p’zpCPoP-l for any binary relation p. It follows that x = AprZxox 
CA przy”x = Ye ox c y~y-‘oA~~~~ 
zoz-l 
ox c yoy-‘oAprz;ox c yoy-‘o 
0x=x. Therefore x=yoy-‘ox=xoy-‘oy and (3) holds. 
(3) * (1). Suppose that the antecedent of Z, holds. Using commu- 
tativity and denoting xizi by ui, we obtain u,y,y;’ =u2, u,y,y;‘= 
U3Yv %Y”Y, -l=u Therefore u, y, y,y; l . . . y, y; l = ui , 
. ..Y.~l)-l(Y.Y,,,.Y~~~)Y~lYn. 
or, equivalently, 
u1= U,(Y,Y, Applying (3) we obtain 
UI = Ul(Y,Y, . ..Yn-.)-‘(Y,Y, ...Y~-~), i.e., u1 =u,Y,Y;‘Y,Y~~~~~Y,~,Y~~,. 
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Applying (3) once more, we obtain U, = u,y’y;’ ...~,~,y;/,. Applying 
(3) a few times we obtain u’=u’y’y;‘, i.e., ~‘z,=x’z’y’y;‘=x~z~. 
Thus, (S; ., - ’ ) satisfies 1, for all n, and by Theorem 2, (S; ., - ’ ) is a 
multigroup, i.e., (1) holds. 
3. MULTICROUPS WITH INVERTING INVOLUTION 
The involution operation ~ ’ of involutive semigroup (S; ., - ’ ) is called 
inverting if, for every s E S, the element s - ’ is an inverse of s, i.e., if (S; ., - ’ ) 
satisfies the identity 
xx-lx=x. (9) 
THEOREM 6. A multigroup has an inverting involution if and only if it is 
an inverse semigroup. 
Proof: Necessity. Suppose that (S; ., -‘) is a multigroup with an 
inverting involution. Then there exists an order relation < on S such that 
(S; .,-I , < ) satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1. By (3), x-‘x < xx-‘x-lx 
and xx-’ <X~‘XXX-‘. Applying the involution to the latter inequality we 
obtain xx ~ ’ <xx-‘x-‘x. Therefore, xP1x.xxP’ < xx~lx~‘x.xx-‘x~‘x 
= x(x2) - ‘x2(x2) - ‘x = x(x2(x2)-1x2)-1x=x(x2)-1x=xx-1x-’x. 
Interchanging x and xP ’ we obtain xx- ‘x-lx d xP ‘xxx-‘; hence iden- 
tities (1) hold, i.e., (S; ., ~ ’ ) is an inverse semigroup. 
Conversely, suppose that (S;., - ’ ) is an inverse semigroup. By (1 ), it is an 
involutive semigroup with an inverting involution. It remains to prove that 
it is a multigroup. Let < denote the natural order relation on (S; e, -I). 
Then < is stable both under multiplication . and involution ~ ‘. Moreover, 
yy ~ ‘x d x for all x, y E S. Thus, (S; ., -‘, , > ) satisfies all conditions of 
Theorem 1. It follows from Theorem 1 that (S; . , - ‘) is isomorphic to an 
involutive semigroup of multipermutations, i.e., that (S; 1, -‘) is a multi- 
group. This completes the proof of Theorem 6. A straightforward proof of 
this theorem is given in [18]. 
COROLLARY. Every inverse semigroup is a multigroup. 
A binary relation p is called difunctional if p 0 p-’ 0 p c p. Since 
pcpop-‘0 p holds for every binary relation p, the former inclusion is 
equivalent to the condition pop-’ o p = p. There exist many equivalent 
characterizations of difunctional binary relations (see [ 11, 121). For exam- 
ple, if p(a) = {b:(a, b)Ep} d enotes the set of all images of a under p, and 
p ~ ’ (b ) = {a: (a, h) E p > is the set of all inverse images of b under p, then p 
481/111/l-9 
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is difunctional if and only if any of the following equivalent conditions 
holds: 
Clearly, every transformation or partial transformation of a set is a 
difunctional binary relation. 
As it follows from the definition, if p is a difunctional binary relation, 
then p- ’ is a difunctional binary relation which is an inverse for p, i.e., 
P”P-’ op=p and p-‘“pop-‘=p-‘. Conversely, if p and cr are 
difunctional multipermutations of a set A and (T is an inverse for p in the 
semigroup BA of all binary relations on A, then 0 = p - ‘. This fact is proved 
in [ 18, Proposition 51. 
Theorem 7 produces a completely new representation theorem for 
inverse semigroups which is alternative to the Wagner-Preston Represen- 
tation Theorem: 
THEOREM 7. Every involutive semigroup (@; 0, ~ ’ ) of difunctional multi- 
permutations is an inverse semigroup. Conversely, every inverse semigroup 
(S;.,- ‘) is isomorphic to an involutive semigroup of difunctional multiper- 
mutations. 
Proof If (@; 0,-I) consists of difunctional multipermutations, then it is 
a multigroup satisfying the identity (9). By Theorem 6 it is an inverse 
semigroup. Conversely, by Theorem 6, every inverse semigroup is 
isomorphic to an involutive semigroup (@; 0, - ‘) of multipermutations with 
an inverting involution. All elements of @ are difunctional because they 
satisfy (9). 
Inverse semigroups can be represented either by one-to-one partial trans- 
formations or by difunctional multipermutations. Which sort of represen- 
tation is “better” depends mainly on psychological preferences. Now, after 
more than 30 years of development of the theory of inverse semigroups, 
their representations by one-to-one partial transformations eem to be the 
most natural thing in the world. However, even a brief look at the history 
of the concept of inverse semigroups-as developed in geometry from S. 
Lie and E. Cartan to V. V. Wagner-shows that the concept of the product 
of partial transformations, as understood now, evaded quite a few of the 
best minds for long years. Our present perceptions may be-at least 
partly-a matter of habit. 
What about difunctional relations? Are they not an exotic and artificial 
object, much less natural than one-to-one partial transformations? In fact, 
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difunctional relations are a very natural object in a group or group-like 
context. 
Suppose A and B are mathematical structures, say universal algebras 
belonging to a variety V of algebras. The concept of isomorphism of A and 
B is one of the fundamental and deep concepts of. mathematics. This 
concept permits various generalizations-at least as many as those of the 
concept of permutation. The most obvious generalization is that of 
homomorphism. Going further, we may assume that not every element of 
A has an image under a homomorphism, i.e., some elements of A have 0 
images. Thus we arrive at a concept of local (or partial) isomorphisms and 
homomorphisms. 
Of course, the next step is now obvious: What if different elements of A 
have different numbers of homomorphic (or isomorphic) images, not 
necessarily 0 or 1 ? We can naturally define “multihomomorphisms.” For 
the sake of simplicity, assume that A and B are groupoids (sets with a 
binary multiplication). A multihomomorphism of A into B is a multivalued 
mapping 4 of A into B which “preserves the multiplication” in the sense 
that, if a,, a2 E A and if b, is one of the images of a, under 4 and b, is one 
of the images u2, then b,b, is one of the images of u,u2 under $. The 
closest thing to “multi-isomorphisms” is a multihomomorphism 4 such that 
each element of A has at least one image under 4 and each element of B 
has at least one inverse image under 4. Thus, instead of groups of 
automorphisms of an algebra we can consider “generalized groups” of 
“multi-automorphisms.” It turns out that, for a vast variety of 
mathematical structures, “multi-automorphisms” (and “multihomo- 
morphism?‘) are difunctional, so that, by our Theorem 7, “generalized 
groups of multi-automorphisms” are always inverse semigroups! In fact, 
that happens each time when congruences on each algebra A E I’ commute. 
Anyone acquainted with universal algebra can easily prove that the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Congruences on each algebra A E V commute; 
(2) For any A E V the set of all multi-automorphisms of A is an 
inverse semigroup. 
For example, if A is a group, a ring, a Boolean algebra, a vector space 
over a field, or even a module over a ring, then all multi-automorphisms of 
A form an inverse semigroup! 
If A = (A;.,-‘) is a group, then a multi-automorphism of A is any 
multipermutation 4 of A such that (u,,b,)eqd & (a,, bZ)eq5* 
(u~u,,b,b,)~~and(u,b)~~~(u-‘,b~‘)~~forallu,u~,u,,b,b,,b,~A. 
Suppose that (a, b)ecjo&‘oqd, i.e., (a, bl)eqi, (b,,a,)E&‘, and 
(ul,b)E4 for some a,, b,sA. Then (ul,bl)Ecj, hence (u;1,b;1)Eq5. It 
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follows that (a,b)=(aa,‘a,,h,h;‘b)~~, i.e., C$O&‘OC$CC$ and 4 is 
difunctional. The set of all multi-automorphisms of A is obviously closed 
under multiplication and involution: if 4 and rl/ are multi-automorphisms, 
then so are J/ 0 4 and 4-i. By Theorem 7, the multigroup of all multi- 
automorphisms of A is an inverse semigroup. 
For a duscussion of “multihomomorphisms” of modules over a ring and 
their importance in homological algebra and other applications, see [7]. 
Of course, the multihomomorphisms of modules are difunctional and so 
Theorem 7 can be applied in this situation as well. 
The inverse semigroup of all multi-automorphisms of a group is quite a 
powerful structure. Already the first attempts of studying it produce spec- 
tacular results. For example, a former student of the author proved in his 
Ph.D. dissertation [2] that if A is an abelian group and B a group, then 
the inverse semigroups of multi-automorphisms of A and B are isomorphic 
if and only if A and B are isomorphic. 
Since multi-automorphisms of a vector space form an inverse semigroup, 
this inverse semigroup is an analog and generalization of the full linear 
group (i.e., of the group of all automorphisms of a vector space). Thus, one 
can consider linear representations of inverse semigroups (i.e., 
homomorphisms into the inverse semigroups of all multi-automorphisms of 
a linear space), and they are natural analogs of linear representations of 
groups. Some of these possibilities were briefly mentioned in [19, 
pp. 32-341. 
Next, we mention without proof some results from [ 17, 181. As we have 
seen, if @ is a regular semigroup of difunctional multipermutations, then it 
is an inverse semigroup and inverses for the elements of Cp are just the 
inverse (= converse) multipermutations. It is easy to see that the idem- 
potents of @ are precisely all equivalence relations belonging to @. Thus, 
another corollary to Theorem 7 states that every semilattice (i.e., a com- 
mutative idempotent semigroup) is isomorphic to a semigroup of 
equivalence relations and, conversely, every semigroup of equivalence 
relations is a semilattice. 
The natural (or, as Wagner called it, “canonical”) order relation d is 
very important for inverse semigroups. If (@, 0) is an inverse semigroup of 
difunctional multipermutations, then the natural order relation on @ 
coincides with the converse of the set-theoretical inclusion relation, i.e., 
f$<*of++I* for all 4, *E@. 
In contradistinction to one-to-one partial transformations, a product of 
two difunctional multipermutations need not be difunctional. Thus, there is 
no such thing as the inverse semigroup of all difunctional multiper- 
mutations of a set (however, all multi-automorphisms of a group, a vector 
space, etc., do form an inverse semigroup). A description of all maximal 
inverse semigroups of difunctional multipermutations of a set and 
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classification (up to isomorphism) of such inverse semigroups may be an 
interesting problem. Another interesting problem is a description of all 
isomorphic (or homomorphic) representations of an abstract inverse 
semigroup by difunctional multipermutations. An analogous problem for 
representations by one-to-one partial transformations was solved in [ 141. 
A semigroup S is said to be embeddable in an involutive semigroup 
(c ., ~ ’ ) if S is embeddable in the semigroup (T; .). 
It was proved in [16] that every semigroup is isomorphic to a 
semigroup of multipermutations on a set. It follows that every semigroup is 
embeddable in a multigroup. 
Obviously, a semigroup is isomorphic to a semigroup of permutations 
[one-to-one partial transformations] if and only if it is embeddable in a 
group [inverse semigroup]. What about difunctional multipermutations? If
a semigroup S is embeddable in an inverse semigroup T, then S is 
isomorphic to a semigroup of difunctional multipermutation (to prove this 
apply Theorem 7 to T). However, the converse is not obvious. In [18] 
there is an example of a semigroup S of difunctional multipermutations of 
a set A with live elements uch that S is not a subsemigroup of any inverse 
semigroup of difunctional multipermutations of A. However, using a 
criterion of embeddability of a semigroup in an inverse semigroup from 
[ 131 we were able to prove in [ 18, Theorem 131 that every semigroup of 
difunctional multipermutations is embeddable in an inverse semigroup. 
Thus, a semigroup is isomorphic to a semigroup of dijiinctional multiper- 
mutations if and only if it is embeddable in an inverse semigroup. 
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